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A BSTRACT
The objective of this project is to design, develop and experimentally test an
Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS, commonly known as a drone) for the deployment of sensor packages to the underside of structures. This work begins with an
in-depth review of existing automation techniques for various drone applications
focusing on applications requiring interaction with the environment. Further reviewed is the impact of structures above the UAS during flight on the behavior of
the aircraft.
Considering these topics, the development of a custom drone is presented to
address the difficulties of delivering a package to the underside of a structure.
Starting with manual flights, the drone is piloted by a human operator to serve as
proof of concept of the drone’s ability to navigate under the ceiling effect and make
contact with the underside of the structure. During the manual flight experiments
the drone tasks increased in difficulty beginning with docking the drone without
a package to the underside of a structure, delivering a package to the underside of
a structure, and finally retrieving that package.
Finally, the development of a vision-based navigation system is presented to
autonomously perform the same tasks. The system is validated through a series
of autonomous flight experiments using the OptiTrack motion capture system and
ArUco fiducial markers for onboard localization. The autonomous tasks successfully completed and presented in this work support the proposed use of drones
for deploying sensor packages to the underside of structures, even in GPS denied
environments.
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C HAPTER 1
I NTRODUCTION
This work serves as a preliminary investigation into the feasibility of utilizing
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS or simply drones) to place sensor packages precisely in GPS denied environments to the underside of structures. In recent years,
the applications of drones have grown exponentially to include everything from
search and rescue missions [1] to mapping unknown spaces [2]. Similarly, whether
it is Amazon hoping to utilize drones to deliver packages [3] or startups like Flash
Forest [4] and DroneSeed [5] utilizing drones to disperse seeds for reforestation,
the applications of drones seems to be only limited by imagination.
Among the many applications being explored, the use of drones in structural
assessment is a constantly growing field. Structural assessment can often be a timeintensive and difficult task for inaccessible regions of structures, such as the undersides of bridges. This work proposes that drones can be used to autonomously
deploy sensor packages to the underside of structures to perform data collection
at precisely defined points.
To present the practicality of this technique, a literature review is provided
in Chapter 2 exploring innovations in precise automation, aerial manipulation,
and the ceiling effect on UAS. In many UAS applications, the accuracy offered
by GPS modules onboard the system is sufficient to achieve the task, but in cases
like landing on a moving ground vehicle a more accurate system for positioning
is necessary. Accurate positioning is also crucial to aerial manipulation in which
UAS are used to interact with its environment using task specific end-effectors.
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These end effectors can be attached directly to the drone or on an actuating arm
positioned by additional control system. In cases which require a UAS functioning
in close proximity to a ceiling, the ceiling effect occurs causing the vehicle to be
pulled upwards towards the ceiling often leading to collision without additional
control systems to prevent it. While some systems are able to use the ceiling effect
to their advantage to ensure contact between the UAS and the target other systems
have been developed to prevent such contact from occurring.
Based on the research reviewed in Chapter 2, a UAS was developed as presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 (which consider the hardware and software
development respectively). This drone features six rotors and an onboard electropermanent magnet to secure and release a sensor package. This magnet is placed
on a central tower of the drone to allow it to make contact with the underside of a
structure while keeping the propellers safely below the surface. Additional hardware specifications and alterations for package delivery and retrieval are described
in Chapter 3. Additionally, manual flights are presented as a proof of concept of
the feasibility of the sensor package delivery and retrieval.
Chapter 4 explores the automation process developed to allow the UAS to deploy and retrieve sensor packages autonomously. In the first phase of experiments,
the OptiTrack motion capture system is used to provide precise positioning while
a state machine running on the onboard Raspberry Pi 3b+ generates commands replacing the human pilot used in the manual flight experiments. To further explore
the feasibility of this system in field applications, the second set of autonomous experiments utilize only the Raspberry Pi Camera V2 and the ArUco fiducial marker
pose estimation system in place of the OptiTrack system. ArUco allows the computer to determine the position of the UAS in relation to a marker placed prior to
the experiment indicating the desired point of contact. This allows for the deployment of sensor packages to the same point as long as the marker is left in place.
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Finally, future work is considered in Chapter 5. This includes adapting the system to use other types of markers for position estimation and utilizing the system
to deploy multiple sensor packages in one flight.

1.1

P UBLICATIONS
In addition to the research presented in this work, the following publications

represent work completed in the development of this project.
Sabrina Carroll, Joud Satme, Shadhan Alkharusi, Nikolaos Vitzilaios, AustinDowney, and Dimitirs C. Rizos. “Drone Based Vibration Monitoring and Assessment of Structures”. In: 2021 TRB Annual Meeting. Under Review. [6]
Michail Kalaitzakis, Sabrina Carroll, Anand Ambrosi, Camden Whitehead,and
Nikolaos Vitzilaios. “Experimental Comparison of Fiducial Markers for Pose Estimation”. In: International Conference on Unmanned Aircraft Systems(ICUAS) 2020.
Athens, Greece, 2020 [7]
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C HAPTER 2
L ITERATURE R EVIEW
2.1

A PPLICATIONS OF P RECISE A UTOMATION

2.1.1

M ETHODS OF A UTOMATION FOR F LIGHT AND L ANDING

In an effort to meet the growing demands for autonomous systems, a variety
of techniques for autonomous flight and landing have been developed. One of
these methods is Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) which is used
primarily for autonomous flight in unknown environments. SLAM is a program
which constructs and updates a map of an unknown environment while tracking
the vehicle’s relative location within that area. This is achieved using approximate
solution methods which rely on filters such as the particle filter and the extended
Kalman filter. With its basis in early work in 1986 [8], SLAM has grown in popularity in the last decade as a practical way to automate ground and air vehicles.
In experiments, SLAM is used to achieve good hovering and tracking control performance in GPS denied environments [9]. In a few instances, SLAM has been
used beyond autonomous flight to achieve autonomous landings. The method
proposed in [10] begins by using SLAM to estimate the position of the drone and
create a 3D point cloud map. Based on the map developed using SLAM, a grid
map is developed and appropriate landing zones are identified. This allows the
drone to carry out autonomous route planning where it is able to select a landing
zone, approach it, and finally enter into the descent mode in the selected area.
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Although SLAM is one popular option, many other types of autonomous navigation have been presented in recent years. In an effort to enable UAS exploration of cluttered environments, Partially-Observable Markov Decision Process
(POMDP) and UAS Uncertainty-Based Navigation (UBNAV) have been developed [11]. POMDP is a mathematical framework based on states and observations
used to provide a large quantity of possible sequences of actions. UBNAV uses
the possible sequences of actions from the POMDP to execute attitude commands
instead of waypoints (which are the more traditional form of UAS autonomous
navigation). The experiments performed using the proposed programs with only
onboard systems are successfully able to navigate a cluttered environment using
holonomic actions instead of waypoints. An additional improvement is the addition of a time planning step in the POMDP solver to allow the vehicle to navigate
an area in a way expected to be the most time efficient. In 80 real flight experiments
the proposed system had a 96.25% success rate indicating the overall feasibility of
this system [11].
Another autonomous flight method is a combination of fiducial markers and
fuzzy control [2]. The method proposed in [2] is presented as an alternative to
SLAM which often requires expensive sensing systems and significant computing power. Instead, the presented system navigates along a predefined path using
artificial landmarks (ArUco tags) and a fuzzy controller to generate steering commands. Although external systems are not necessary, the printed artificial landmarks must be visible for the system to work. In this work, the world frame origin
is defined by the first marker detected and each subsequent marker is identified
in relation to the origin allowing one time calculations of the ArUco tag positions
in regards to one another (where SLAM constantly recalculates the estimated positions of features in its environment). The proposed system also stores the data
from each detected marker unlike many SLAM systems. Fuzzy control is selected
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for its low computational needs compared to other methods as it only determines
whether a large, small, or no action is needed to remain on course. In tests, the
ArUco tags are placed in ascending order according to the ArUco library so the
vehicle knows to progress towards the higher valued tag in its path. Although the
presented research is limited to unobstructed cases it is still an effective, accurate,
low-cost alternative to other autonomous navigation methods.
Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) is another proposed method to achieve fast
and robust automated landings. DRL is a method by which the flight controller
is trained through a large number of simulations with rewards associated with
successful maneuvers and penalties for failed maneuvers. The method presented
in [12] combines DRL with low resolution markers which serve as landing platforms. The focus of this work is to achieve accurate UAS landings on a stationary
platform. This is performed in two phases: tag detection and the descent. The
proposed system is tested in simulations against ARTags and human flight operators. In comparison with ARTags and human operators, the proposed system is
faster than humans and more robust than ARTags. Additionally, in the case of a
corrupted tag, the ARTag system is unable to land in any simulation while the DRL
system suffered a performance drop from 89% to 81% which is relatively small.
Another automated landing system proposed in [13] uses a small LED beacon.
The concept being tested is the docking of a "child drone" on another drone in an
effort to supply more power and extend the battery life of the "mother drone." A
monocular vision camera is used to identify the infrared beacons for the charging
positioning. Using image processing, the characteristic values are extracted for
the infrared beacon center and the actual position of the mother drone. Then ultrasonic and monocular visual distance measurements are used to determine the
height difference between the two vehicles. The mother drone features a grapnel
which catches the bayonet of the child drone to complete the docking. Although
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this method is unlike the previous methods discussed, it is essentially another
method of autonomous landing in the form of autonomous docking. Through
experiments it is determined that the monocular vision can provide a reasonable
ranging system and control feedback to successfully perform the precise navigation necessary to dock one drone on another. In comparison to the onboard ultrasonic sensor, the monocular vision infrared system is more accurate indicating the
advantage of this system in achieving automated landing on the underside of a
structure (i.e. the mother drone).
2.1.2

F IDUCIAL M ARKERS AND A UTOMATED L ANDING S YSTEMS

A common low-cost method of localization for automated landing systems is
the use of fiducial markers including ARTag [14], AprilTag [15], and ArUco [16].
ARTag, AprilTag, and CALTag are compared in [17] in terms of their resilience to
tilt, rotation, and obstruction. Although this research presents CALTag to be superior in all three categories, it did not consider the necessary processing power,
variations in lighting, or a variety of camera equipment. These parameters are considered in [7] which compares ARTag, AprilTag, ArUco, and STag [18] in addition
to developing the first ROS package for STag. Tests include recording each tag at a
variety of orientations at varied distances on two different cameras- the Raspberry
Pi Camera Version 2 and the Logitech C270 Webcam. This data is then processed
on the Intel NUC, JetsonTX2, and Raspberry Pi 3b+ which are commonly used
onboard computers for UAS applications. Based on these tests, AprilTag, ArUco,
and STag all present high detection rates under most conditions. STag delivers
more accurate position measurements, while AprilTag delivers the most accurate
orientation measurements, and ArUco consistently provides the second best position and orientation measurements. The CPU and memory usage of each tag
captured by each camera are also compared. Generally, the images captured on
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the lower resolution camera with the higher contrast yield lower errors. AprilTag consistently requires the most CPU and memory usage which can make it less
practical for applications that require rapid calculations. ARTag and ArUco both
require the least CPU usage, but ARTag requires significantly more memory usage
than ArUco. Although there is not a definitive forerunner since under different
circumstances one tag may have more drawbacks than another, ArUco tends to
provide an overall mid-level performance providing accurate position and orientation measurements without requiring extreme CPU or memory usage.
ARTag, ArUco, and AprilTag have all been used in a variety of automated landing systems with varied controllers and platforms. In the case of [19], ArUco tags
are used to identify a stationary target with higher accuracy than GPS based systems. The UAS used in this research is a hexacopter with an onboard Pixhawk
PX4 and a Raspberry Pi 3b+. The marker platform presented features two ArUco
tags- a larger tag for detection at greater distances and a smaller tag to be used for
closer localization while the larger tag cannot be seen within the entire frame. The
marker detection and localization are performed by the Raspberry Pi 3b+ onboard.
While the high-level UAS controls are managed by the program ArduSim [20], this
paper proposes a Python application which processes the camera information using the ArUco marker library and then sends the data to ArduSim. Within the
proposed application, each image is searched for ArUco tags. Upon detection, if
multiple tags have been detected, the marker with the highest ID is selected as this
will be the smallest marker visible and provide greater accuracy. Based on the localization performed in the proposed application, the ArduSim program generates
commands to align the drone with the target and continue in its descent. In tests
comparing the proposed vision-based system with a GPS based landing system,
the vision-based system boasted large improvements in accuracy. The proposed
vision-based system presented a mean accuracy of 0.11m compared to the mean
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accuracy of 0.85m of the GPS based system. Although this improvement comes
at the cost of landing time as the GPS based system only requires an average of
30 seconds to land while the vision-based system requires almost two and a half
minutes. It is also of note that the proposed application has difficulty shifting preference from the larger marker to the smaller marker as some frames would not
be able to detect the smaller marker, forcing the application to switch back to the
larger marker.
In addition to using fiducial markers for automated landings on stationary platforms, researchers are also considering the potential applications of landing on
mobile platforms. [21] presents a landing platform made of various sized AprilTags with the largest tags along the outsides of the platform and tags decreasing
in size towards the center allowing for greater precision as the UAS approaches
the platform. To minimize the misidentifying of tags in the pose estimation algorithm, an outlier detection algorithm is developed based on the known size ratios
of the AprilTags on the landing platform to determine if the detected tag should be
considered for pose estimation. The relative pose estimation is based on a homography algorithm which uses a damped least squares method to solve for nonlinear
problems. Additionally, an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is selected to fuse data
from the visual measurements from the fiducial markers with inertial data from
the onboard systems. The proposed system is able to successfully land the UAS
both on the stationary target (with an average landing error of 8cm from the center
of the platform) and on a slow moving ground vehicle (with an average landing error of 13cm from the center of the platform) each featuring the uniquely designed
landing platform.
The work presented in [22] also utilizes AprilTags to achieve automated landing. In this case, the advantage of fiducial markers is not just the highly precise
localization, but that the markers can be used in GPS denied environments like
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landing drones on ships at sea. Similar to the previously discussed landing platforms, the landing platform in this work features multiple tags. In this case, the
landing platform is composed of one large tag for distance detection and three
smaller tags in the forward direction to help with localization once the UAS is too
close for the large tag to be viable. The process presented in this research is as
follows: the markers are detected by the UAS, the resulting homography is decomposed to describe the relative pose of the UAS to the landing platform, state
estimation is performed with a delayed-state extended Kalman filter, and finally
the motion is executed. The selection of the delayed-state extended Kalman filter
over a traditional EKF is done to achieve a more accurate state estimate and real
time operation by taking into account the delay between camera observation and
current state estimate by correctly assigning the calculated state estimate to the
past time. This accounts for delays of several hundred milliseconds mostly due
to streaming data between the UAS and the separate processing laptop. In experiments, the proposed system provides increased reliability due to the addition of
the delayed-states considered in the EKF and is able to successfully land on the
moving ground vehicle used in the experiments.
Many of the cases of using fiducial markers to land on mobile targets utilize
relatively slow ground vehicles (less than 10km/h), but in the case of [1] successful landings as speeds greater than 30km/h are achieved. Three different landing
methods are presented called follow, aggressive, and hybrid. The follow mode uses
GPS to maintain a safe distance and altitude from the GPS readings of the platform
until it locates the AprilTag. Once it has locked on to the AprilTag, it begins a gradual descent while the AprilTag remains in view. In the case that the target is lost
the UAS will rise to retarget the tag. In the aggressive flight mode the UAS detects
the ground vehicle on which the tag is attached, targets the predicted intersection
between the UAS and ground vehicle, and then takes the most direct path to that
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intersection. The hybrid mode seeks to combine the speed of the aggressive mode
with the landing of the follow mode (since the aggressive mode does not consider
the AprilTag). Thus the hybrid method begins by using the aggressive method to
get the AprilTag close enough to be identified, at which point the follow method is
used to accurately identify the target and land on it. It is in this hybrid mode that
the UAS can land on the ground vehicle going at a speed of 30km/h.
While most of the systems presented feature only one camera for fiducial marker
detection, [10] presents a hybrid camera array including a fisheye lens and a stereo
camera. The fisheye lens has the advantage of a larger field of view for locating the
landing platform while the stereo camera is used primarily for depth and altitude
measurements. The method used for tag detection is a deep learning approach to
minimize false detection results and thus improve the locating performance of the
overall system. Instead of relying only on the position data from the ARTag, the
data is used to develop a state estimation algorithm to determine the actual direction and speed of the ground vehicle. From there, a nonlinear controller based
on the ground vehicle motion is developed to allow the UAS to accurately follow the ground vehicle in preparation for landing. In experiments in GPS denied
environments, the developed method can achieve high-precision positioning and
autonomously perform landing maneuvers efficiently and robustly.
In addition to precision landing on moving ground vehicles, fiducial markers
can be helpful in precision landing tasks such as deploying sensors to ground targets. As proposed in [23], a bundle of AprilTags can be used for drone localization
to deploy sensor packages. These bundles feature four tags where the largest is
used for detecting the platform and the smallest for the precision landing with the
mid-sized markers being used for additional precision as the drone approaches
the target. The proposed system also utilizes an IMU-vision synchronization component that considers the attitude data from the IMU in addition to the visual data
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to determine variation in the visual data due to changes in attitude. In many other
cases this is assumed to be negligible, but this step is necessary to achieve a higher
level of stability based on more accurate measurements. This data is then filtered
using a Kalman filter which is optimized to continue to predict the position of the
drone in the case of a loss of position data allowing the mission to continue without stopping in the case of a blurred image input or other brief loss of input. In
addition to the landing system, a gripper is used for interacting with sensor packages on the landing targets. This gripper is an electropermanent magnet mounted
on the underside of the drone for interaction with target payloads. An additional
system proposed in this work is a sound-based gripper feedback system. When the
gripper successfully grips an object, it causes a loud sound which is distinguishable from ambient noise. During attempted pickups, the system records sound
for two seconds using the microphone built into the web camera used for tag detection. This is sufficient time to determine if the loud sound associated with a
successful docking has been detected and can be used to confirm the success of
payload collection. More methods of environmental interaction, like the gripper
used in this work, are presented in Section 2.2.

2.2

A ERIAL M ANIPULATION
One of the most practical developments in automated systems research are in

the field of aerial manipulation. This includes everything from payload carrying
drones to drones maintaining contact with structures during flight. These manipulators can come in a variety of forms classified in [24] as "helping hands" which are
drones which interact directly with the environment with onboard grippers or cables and "Unmanned Aerial Manipulators" (UAM) which feature an actuated arm
on a UAS to provide more degrees of freedom than the helping hands. Depending
on the application, either a helping hand or UAM may be more practical. In gen-
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eral, a helping hand is a much less complex system than a UAM since it can often
be modeled using standard drone techniques if the package is stable. While UAMs
require additional controls to interact with the environment via a centralized approach or a decentralized approach. In a centralized approach the arm and the
vehicle are considered as one body in the dynamic model. Generally, the EulerLagrangian Method or Newton-Euler Method is used to develop the dynamic
model [24]. Based on the dynamic model, a variety of control options exist including full-state feedback LQR, adaptive sliding mode controller, backsteppingbased controller, admittance controller, closed-loop inverse kinematic algorithm,
and an impedance filter based on end-effector forces [24]. There is also a decentralized approach where the arm and the vehicle are considered as two separate
bodies for the development of the dynamic model. In this case, standard controls
are used for manipulating the arm and an additional controller is used to interpret
the disturbance caused by the arm to the vehicle for consideration in the drone’s
controller. Some examples of this method include a momentum-based observer to
compensate components neglected in the traditional UAS controller and a variable
parameter integral backstepping controller.
One of the most commercially exciting applications for drones is load transportation. For everything from Amazon packages [3] to organs [25], the concept
of being able to rapidly transport small packages is a potentially revolutionary innovation. In the case of [26] a helping hand drone type is used to transport objects
by hanging them from the bottom of the drone by a tether. One of the advantages
of the tether strategy is the ability to use multiple vehicles to carry one load in
the case of a load being too large for an individual vehicle to transport it. In this
case, the AWARE platform is used to provide coordination between the different
vehicles so that a team of drones can plan their motions according to centralized
and cooperative predefined rules. The AWARE platform also tracks the task status
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(such as "scheduled," "running," "checking," "aborting," and "ended") for each vehicle. An in-depth plan merging module is necessary for merging tasks between
different vehicles to ensure accurate communication. Although the proposed system is capable of multi-vehicle flights, it is also capable of single vehicle flights to
transport and deploy a package. In the case of a single drone, the same AWARE
platform is used without the multi-vehicle communication steps necessary when
multiple drones are carrying a slung load together.
More recent research has largely shifted focus from helping hands with a slung
load to the UAM style featuring an arm which can be actuated to achieve additional degrees of freedom [27] [28]. In the case of [27], an octoquad aerial manipulator is developed with a 7-degree of freedom manipulator arm to perform
interaction tasks and transport sensors. The controller utilized in this case is a stable backstepping-based controller which ensures stability for nonlinear systems.
This controller depends on the positions of the manipulator joints and velocities
to determine the impact of the arm’s motion on the vehicle. In experiments, this
backstepping controller is able to provide greater stability when the arm is in motion compared to a standard PID controller which does not consider the dynamics
and movement of the arm. Further tests confirm the position accuracy of the tip of
the end effector during flight with a position error less than +/- 0.5cm throughout
most of the experiment. The proof of concept of highly accurate interaction with
the environment is crucial to later experiments where a test object may be moved.
From the same lab which produced [27] comes the work presented in [28]. In
this case, a single degree of freedom arm is used to interact with the environment
by placing and removing dummy sensor packages. Two different end effectors are
used in this experiment. For the purpose of placing a sensor, a magnetic tip is used
to hold the sensor package which features a similar array of magnets. These magnets must be strong enough to hold the package during maneuvering, but weak
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enough that when the adhesive surface is pressed against the desired surface the
adhesion force will be greater than the magnetic force allowing the drone to leave
the sensor behind on a desired target. In the case of package retrieval, a long open
hook is used to grasp a loop on the top of the package. Once the loop of the package is on the hook, the drone is able to pull the package off of the target using both
the motion of the arm and the thrust of the vehicle. In indoor tests, the UAS can
apply a 22N force to the target wall during sensor placement and an 8N tension
force during sensor removal. Installation is performed with an 84.8% success rate
and 100% success for removal. The outdoor tests are more complicated tasks for
the UAS since it requires more accurate pose estimation and has the added challenge of induced disturbances by unknown forces (e.g. wind). In this case where
the target is a tree, the forces against the tree could not be accurately measured.
Still, the sensor placement and retrieval have comparable accuracy to indoor tests
featuring 78.2% and 100% success for retrieval.
Beyond the relatively brief instances of contact proposed in the sensor placement and removal in [28], UAMs are also being used for different types of nondestructive testing (NDT) by maintaining contact between the end effector and a
surface to be studied. This can be done with either a moving end effector which
is moved along a surface by the drone while maintaining contact or a stable end
effector which remains in place during testing.
The UAM proposed in [29] uses a Null Space Behavioral (NSB) framework approach for coordination between the motion of the arm and the vehicle. The NSB
framework relies heavily on inverse kinematics of the arm and is a common technique for autonomous ground vehicles. In experiments, the end effector is given
a trajectory to follow in terms of position and orientation while avoiding obstacles. In previous tests, the entire UAM system succeeded in avoiding obstacles,
but these tests serve to focus on the precision and accuracy of the end effector
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itself which is crucial to interactions with the environment. In the mapped experiments, the end effector remains within 0.05cm of the target position and 8 degrees
of the target orientation throughout a 55s test while the vehicle body is able to
move to avoid an obstacle. This indicates that the arm and vehicle are both able to
successfully adjust in position and orientation to achieve an accurate motion path.
Research similar to that presented in [29] is presented in [30] for the inspection
of outdoor oil and gas facilities. The UAS considered in this research has an eighttilted rotor configuration to maximize maneuverability, agility, and robustness to
rotor failure. The arm of the vehicle is a six degree of freedom robotic arm with
a variety of end effectors including a wheel and inspection sensors. It is not fully
automated as it requires an operator during free flight, but once the end effector
has made contact with the target surface it switches to a fully autonomous global
navigation satellite system-free contact flight using only onboard sensors to maintain contact while an operator moves the wheels of the end effector. In tests, the
proposed UAM is able to maintain contact using only onboard sensors while the
operator provides precise directions only to the end effector. Even when exposed
to external forces up to 100N, the proposed UAM is robust and maintains contact
with the surface. In tests at a real refinery, the UAM is successfully operated and
the tools deemed useful for practical contact inspection in real settings.
Additional research is being done considering the applications of UAMs for
indoor testing. In one case, [31] attempts to perform indoor, contact based inspections while rejecting disturbances in free flight. Similar to [30], [31] utilizes
a tilt-rotor platform to maximize stability in experiments at extreme angles. The
platform features a centralized controller in which the end effector is considered
within the selective impedance controller of the larger UAM system. Since the
arm only has one degree of freedom (it is rigidly attached with a wheel as its end
effector allowing it to roll in either of two directions), this simplified controller is
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sufficient. The controller relies on the time of flight camera to generate a point
cloud using a subset of points with the least-square method to generate a plane
along the arm to generate a normal vector to describe the trajectory of the end effector. In disturbance rejection tests, the proposed UAM can reject forces of 25N
and torques up to 8N with negligible impact on flight. Similarly, the UAM is able
to reject torque and lateral force caused by friction when the end effector is in contact with a surface. Using the point cloud generated by the time of flight camera,
the UAM can maintain contact with previously known surfaces which is valuable
for potential future applications since it does not require prior training to interact with a surface. Finally, the UAS is tested with a NDT contact sensor where it
is able to maintain the positional accuracy and force required to generate useful
measurements with the sensor.
In addition to research to determine the feasibility of using UAMs for load
transportation and to perform contact based inspections while in motion, there is
also research to utilize UAMs for structural inspection where the UAM is required
to remain in one place to collect data.
A UAM proposed in [32] uses a robotic multi-link arm attached to the top of a
multi-rotor body to make contact with the underside of bridges. One of the suggested applications would be using an ultrasound sensor to assess the depths of
cracks in the structure. This system utilizes a decentralized approach in which
there are separate controllers for the orientation and position of the vehicle and
for the end effector. The vehicle is controlled using a nonlinear backstepping controller called Variable Parameter Integral Backstepping (VPIB) which allows the
parameters to vary according to the dynamics of the end effector. In simulations
the VPIB method is able to better compensate for arm movement than a traditional
PID controller. With the VPIB controller, a contact force estimator is developed to
improve the ability of the UAM to remain in contact with the structure. In field
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experiments, the UAM can approach the structure, adjust the end effector to make
contact, and is able to maintain stable contact for the tested time intervals without an increase in unstable behavior. It is even noted that the additional applied
force during contact (which would be necessary if NDT sensors were used with
proposed UAM) increased stability in the pitch and roll directions indicating the
practicality of implementing this method for NDT based data collection.
In further research by the same team [33], a UAM is proposed to hold a reflector
prism against the underside of a bridge for total station measurements. Traditionally, these measurements are performed by an operator using a long stick to hold
the prism against the structure while the total station on the ground uses a laser
tracking system to obtain data based on the reflector prism. This can be difficult to
accomplish in a variety of scenarios including if the bridge in question is extremely
tall or is above a body of water or high traffic intersection. For this task a helping
hands style vehicle is used meaning there are no additional degrees of freedom
created by utilizing an arm with the reflector prism as an end effector. Instead, the
prism is directly affixed to the top of the UAS. A computational fluid dynamics
model is used to model the approach of the UAS to the underside of the structure which relies on the K-epsilon realizable turbulence model to remain stable
while in the ceiling effect region. The attitude controller is developed based on the
model using a nonlinear Lyapunov-based control function to create a stable system by determining the control function that will bring a state to the zero state. In
experiments, the developed model and controller can maintain stable contact for
sufficient lengths of time that the total station is able to collect data. When compared to a standard PID controller, the proposed controller is significantly more
accurate and stable.
Another case in which a drone is deployed to the underside of a structure is
presented in [34]. This system relies on three electropermanent magnets to main-
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tain contact between the UAS and the structure during data collection. A uniaxial
piezoelectric accelerometer is utilized to collect vibration data from the structure at
the different points of contact and transmitted back to a ground station. Since the
structural vibration data could be impacted by the forces of the hanging UAS, the
system is equipped with an absorption unit to isolate the data collected from the
structure from any force applied by the drone. In experiments, the vibration of the
structure is successfully isolated from the drone and determined to have sufficient
sensing performance from 5 Hz to 150 Hz.

2.3

C EILING E FFECT ON D RONES
It is largely accepted that ground effect generates additional lift for rotorcraft

[35]. Ground effect, often visualized as a pillow of air below the rotorcraft when
it is hovering above the ground, frequently leads to loss of control during take-off
and more frequently during landing as it causes the vehicle to respond differently
than if it were outside of the ground effect region. Although the ground effect is
a widely researched and accepted part of drone operation, the ceiling effect is less
well understood. Although the specific impacts of the ceiling effect vary depending on the vehicle and air properties, generally the ceiling effect causes unstable
flight as the vehicle is pulled upwards towards the ceiling. In some cases it can
take as little as 40% less thrust than the standard hover thrust to escape the ceiling
effect region [33].
In some cases, the most simple solution for UAS applications is to simply avoid
the ceiling effect region. This is often feasible as many applications are in open air
environments in which there is not a ceiling to be interacted with or the UAS is
able to stay well below any ceiling to avoid its effects. This is the case in [32] and
[31] in which a UAS is used for contact based structural inspection by utilizing a
long actuator to prevent the rotors from entering the ceiling effect region. Since
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only the end effector is in contact with the ceiling, the controls for the UAS are able
to remain unaffected by the ceiling effect (although the controller does take into
consideration the additional forces caused by the end effector).
While an effective method where possible, it is not always practical to use a
long end effector to keep the UAS out of the ceiling effect region. The case explored in [36] considers situations where a UAS may need to fly in close proximity
to the ceiling without making contact with the structure. The result is a controller
optimized for the unsteady state conditions of the ceiling effect region that relies
only on onboard sensors to maintain flight. The thrust model developed is based
on momentum theory, blade element theory, and the rate of ascent/descent relative to the ceiling. Since this method does not consider the drone frame, it can
be easily adjusted for different drones. Using the combination of the ceiling effect
model and the ceiling detection sensors, the processor can vary the thrust coefficients depending on the distance to the ceiling and the rate of climb or descent.
In experiments, the proposed model out preforms alternative models based only
on previously collected data or based on steady state assumptions. The model is
able to more closely follow a sine curve thrust trajectory within the ceiling effect
region than the alternatives. The nonlinear model is also able to complete abrupt
stops in close proximity to the ceiling unlike the steady state controller tested for
comparison.
Another method presented in [37] to fly in close proximity to the ceiling without interacting with it. This method also utilizes nonlinear models in the form of a
nonlinear model predictive controller with an additional unscented Kalman filter.
Although this method is generally developed for flying in confined spaces, it does
take specific steps towards addressing the ceiling effect. This includes utilizing
real-time data from the UAS to identify its aerodynamic parameters for controlling
the transnational state of the system. Then the centralized predictive controller is
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applied to compensate for the ceiling effect on a "tactical" level. In experiments,
the proposed method is effectively able to converge its actual position to the commanded position after 5ms. Although this method is dependent on UAS specific
weight matrices defined to keep the UAS within a few centimeters of the ceiling.
In the continued development of the method presented in [37], [38] provides
the addition of force estimation to the nonlinear model predictive controller. The
force estimation function works by estimating the force required of the UAS by
determining the arrival cost over a set number of points to reach an identified
target. The outputs of this function are the expected force at the next defined
point. In experiments, the force-NMPC outperforms the plain NMPC by providing
greater stability and accuracy under the ceiling structure. Additionally, the NMPC
is unable to hover within 5cm of the ceiling without succumbing to the ceiling effect and making contact with the ceiling. Meanwhile, the force-NMPC can hover
within 1cm of the ceiling without making contact indicating the beneficial results
of adding the force estimation.
One of the additional benefits of flying in the ceiling effect region that is further
explored in [39] is the reduction in current drawn by the vehicle. While the UAS
draws 9.5A outside of the ceiling effect region for a predefined flight pattern, it
only requires 8A to achieve the same flight in the ceiling effect region. In [39], it is
proposed to use the ceiling effect to improve the lifespan of batteries. Since LiPo
batteries deteriorate due to cycle aging (the number of times the battery has been
fully charged and discharged), the calculations presented indicate that utilizing the
ceiling effect to reduce the power needed for thrust leads to prolonging the lifespan
of the battery. Similarly, this research indicates that, when properly optimized,
flying in the ceiling effect region can provide longer flight times without requiring
any changes to the UAS hardware (e.g. reducing the weight of the craft).
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In [33], a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model for the particular UAS in
use is developed to better understand the effects of the ceiling effect on the UAS.
Although this system is developed to make contact with the ceiling, it still has
the objective of seeking to overcome the aerodynamic disturbances in the ceiling
effect region to maintain control before and after the contact-based inspection. The
CFD model is developed with ANSYS Fluent with 2,000,000 elements per mesh
simulating conditions ranging from 50cm to 4cm away from the ceiling (at 4cm
the frame of the UAS is in contact with the ceiling and the UAS cannot get closer).
The results of the model indicate a low-pressure bubble between the rotor and
the ceiling which causes the UAS to be pulled towards the ceiling. It is also of
note that the CFD model indicates that the ceiling effect is not dependent on the
RPM of the motors. Based on the model, the system can exploit the ceiling effect
to reduce the amount of thrust applied when approaching the contact point. By
assuming a level approach to the ceiling (no roll or pitch), a nonlinear Lyapunovbased control function is developed to control the vehicle’s approach to the ceiling.
In experiments, the controller is more stable than manual aircraft flight supporting
the use of this controller in ceiling effect scenarios.
The research presented in [33] is also applied in [40]. The goal of the research
performed in [40] is to utilize the ceiling effect to maximize efficiency while a UAS
is in contact with the underside of a structure. Specifically, the goal is to hold up
a reflector prism against the structure for use with a total station on the ground.
It is experimentally determined that in ceiling effect conditions, the drone is able
to maintain stable hovering underneath the ceiling at only 38% thrust command
versus the 48% normally needed for this particular UAS to hover. Being able to reduce the thrust command has the advantage of extending flight time as less power
is needed to maintain hover when the thrust command is lower. Experiments
also revealed that once the UAS is in contact with the structure, roll and pitch ex-
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perience negligible changes indicating a high level of stability and the ability to
maintain constant contact.
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C HAPTER 3
H ARDWARE D EVELOPMENT AND M ANUAL F LIGHTS
This chapter explores the development of the hardware of the proposed UAS
in addition to describing the manual flights performed to prove the feasibility of
sensor package deployment to the underside of structures. The experiments presented are as follows: 3.1 Drone Docking, 3.2 Deployment of the Sensor Package,
and 3.3 Retrieval of the Sensor Package.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: (a) The version 1 configuration of the UAS with the non-removable sensor package and (b) a close up of the tower used to support the magnet featuring
an early version of the sensor package which does not separate from the UAS.
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3.1

D RONE D OCKING
The base platform is a DJI F550 hexacopter1 with the standard 2312E motors.

The large vehicle is used to ensure that the vehicle is able to lift the sensor package
which is developed concurrently by Joud Satme working in the ARTS laboratory
under the direction of Dr. Austin Downey. As the package would also be constantly changing, it was crucial that the base platform be able to adapt to the size
and weight of the package. Hence the selection of a hexacopter with a relatively
large center platform able to support the changing sensor package.
The flight controller is a Pixhawk PX42 which is operated via ArduPilot Mission Planner. The Pixhawk PX4 features a variety of onboard sensors including a
magnetometer, barometer, and an accelerometer and gyroscope within the IMU.
Additionally, there is an external GPS module to provide global positioning data
when signal is available. ArduPilot3 is a free, open-source platform that is widely
used for controlling drones. It includes a variety of default flight modes from Stabilize which is a rapidly responsive flight mode that maintains the stability of the
vehicle automatically to Altitude Hold which stabilizes the UAS using the altitude
estimation systems to maintain the drone’s altitude when the joystick is at the center position. Additionally, there is a flight mode used for automatically tuning the
PID gains used to stabilize the UAS. ArduPilot also features a GPS based mission
planning system using waypoints. This is a more simplistic method of automation
that relies on set altitude commands and positions determined by the GPS coordinates. Due to the focus of this research including applications in GPS denied
environments the way point method is not practical for this research.
1

http://dl.djicdn.com/downloads/flamewheel/en/F550_User_Manual_v2.0_en.pdf
2

https://docs.px4.io/master/en/flight_controller/pixhawk4.html

3

https://ardupilot.org/planner/
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Prior to the development of autonomous flight methods, it is first necessary
to determine if the UAS could be safely manually docked on the structure. This
is completed using the FrSky Taranis X8R as the onboard RC receiver to communicate with the FrSky 2.4GHz Taranis X9D RC controller operated by a human
operator.
While the sensor package was under constant development, one component
was determined early on- an electropermanent magnet used for attaching the package to the structure. The electropermanent magnet has the advantage of only requiring a high voltage pulse to initiate the charging process and then can maintain
the magnetic field, unlike traditional electromagnets which require constant power
leading to a relatively high power consumption. Based on this early decision, the
UAS was outfitted with the electropermanent magnet on the center of the UAS
held up by a tower tall enough to surpass the tops of the propellers (otherwise the
highest point on the drone). This simplified configuration is developed to be independent of the rapidly changing sensor package and allow for tests to determine
the feasibility of the UAS as a whole docking on and flying away from the test
apparatus.
The magnet features a PWM input in which a high signal can be used to activate the magnet and a low signal can be used to deactivate the magnet. If the
PWM signal is neither high nor low, it will maintain its current status. In this configuration, the magnet draws power directly from the power management board
used to power the other onboard features of the UAS (e.g. motors and flight controller). The PWM signal is sent using one of the eight RC servo channels on the
power management board set to RCPassThru which allows the PWM signal sent
from the Taranis to be sent directly through to the signal pin without any additional processing by the Pixhawk. The magnet can be engaged prior to contact
with a metal structure, but it will not be optimally magnetized until it is in contact
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with metal and it is able to fringe beyond the physical parameters of the magnet.
Once in contact with the metal structure, the magnet can be shifted to a neutral
state where it will retain the field’s state with minimal decay allowing the magnet
to remain attached until it is disengaged by the controller.
For the first iterations of experiments, the UAS and sensor package are considered as one unit in which the sensor package remains attached to the UAS at all
times. This is done to simplify initial tests and perform initial proof of concept
tests without the added difficulty of controlling the sensor package separate of the
UAS.
To test the feasibility of manually docking the proposed UAS system, a test
structure is presented utilizing the frame of an old shelf and a steel plate. The
structure is two meters tall and two meters wide with a 0.6m by 1.2m steel plate
affixed to the top for docking. It also features a shaker attached to the top of the
steel plate which can actuate the system to test the ability of the sensor package to
accurately report vibrations present in the structure.
In the case of the experiments presented in this work, the ceiling effect (as described in Section 2.3) works to the advantage of docking. Since the ceiling effect
creates a suction like effect drawing the UAS to the surface of the ceiling, it helps
in the docking process by ensuring contact between the surface of the magnet and
the ceiling of the test structure.
Utilizing the UAS and sensor package as one unit as previously described,
manual flights are presented to confirm the feasibility of docking a UAS on the
underside of a structure. Figure 3.3 presents the flight data as recorded by the Pixhawk since the experiment was performed prior to utilizing the OptiTrack system
which is used in later tests. This flight is achieved by beginning with the UAS
outside of the structure allowing space for take off and orienting the UAS prior to
approaching the structure (this takes place prior to mark (I) in Figure 3.3). When
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Figure 3.2: The test structure utilized for experimental docking of the UAS.
the UAS is aligned with the center of the opening of the structure, the magnet is
engaged and a parabolic shape is used to rise into the ceiling effect region while
maintaining a central target on the steel plate. Once the magnet makes contact with
the plate, it finishes charging allowing the UAS to disarm and bring the rotors to a
rest (which takes place from (III) to (IV) of Figure 3.3). The reported altitude indicates a slight lowering of the UAS during this time of rest. This can be attributed
to the Pixhawk attempting to correct inaccuracies in the altitude estimation which
is based on the accelerometer and barometer readings.
Finally, the motors are restarted to nearly full throttle to ensure the drone is
able to generate enough thrust to support itself as it exits the structure. There is
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Figure 3.3: Graph of flight parameters collected by the onboard flight controller
featuring (I) take-off of the UAS, (II) docking of the UAS, (III) the motors powering
off while the UAS is docked, (IV) arming the motors and release from the structure,
and (V) landing of the UAS on the ground after completion.
a noticeable drop in the initial altitude once the magnet is disengaged after mark
(IV) prior to the 6 minute mark of Figure 3.3. It is at this moment that the UAS
is able to reduce altitude enough to exit the structure before flying to its original
position to land.

3.2

D EPLOYMENT OF THE S ENSOR PACKAGE
To further validate the feasibility of utilizing a UAS to deploy a sensor pack-

age, a separate dummy sensor package is presented to show the ability of the UAS
to deploy a package to the underside of the structure. To achieve this, the sensor package is separated from the electropermanent magnet instead featuring a
29

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: (a) The version 2 configuration of the UAS with the removable sensor
package and (b) the dummy sensor package used for flight tests.
metal plate to make contact with the electropermanent magnet on the drone and
a permanent magnet on top for attaching to the structure. This is shown in Figure
3.4. The dummy sensor package also features an Arduino to provide an estimated
weight of the sensor package. The only other change to the UAS configuration
is the relocation of the Pixhawk onto the top plate for improved accessibility and
the addition of a Raspberry Pi 3b+ underneath the top plate which supports the
electropermanent magnet. The Raspberry Pi 3b+ is not used in the manual flight
experiments, but was included in an effort to refine the final design of the UAS
which requires the Pi in automated flights. Version 2 is also the first version in
which the OptiTrack motion capture system was utilized while performing experiments. The reflective spheres used for camera detection are visible on the UAS
and the sensor package in Figure 3.4.
The manual flights to deploy the sensor package are similar to the flights performed to dock the entire UAS in Section 3.1. The primary difference is how the
electropermanent magnet is utilized. As previously stated, the dummy sensor
package developed for version 2 features a metal plate on the bottom to make
contact with the electropermanent magnet at the center of the UAS. For the flights
performed to deploy the dummy sensor, the electropermanent magnet must be
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Figure 3.5: Graph of the UAS and sensor package altitude during docking featuring (I) take-off, (II) aligning the UAS with the structure prior to contact, (III) contact
between the sensor package and the structure, and (IV) landing of the UAS while
the sensor package remains on the structure.
charged before flight with the sensor package onboard to ensure that the package
is not lost in flight. After making contact with the underside of the structure, the
electropermanent magnet is disengaged to allow the permanent magnet on the top
of the dummy sensor package to hold the package in place against the structure
while the UAS returns to the ground position.
The results of this flight process are presented in Figure 3.5. Section (II) features relatively little change in altitude as it is time used for properly positioning
the UAS to approach the structure. This includes changes in the roll, pitch, and
yaw to prevent collision between the UAS and the sides of the structure. The time
spent with the UAS in contact with the structure is marked by steady sensor package and UAS position in section (III). The stability of the contact is achieved by
applying excessive thrust to prevent any drops in altitude. Once contact is visually confirmed, the electropermanent magnet on the UAS is disengaged to allow
the package to remain on the structure. The remainder of the flight in section (IV)
is the landing of the drone while the sensor package remains on the structure. Due
to the sensor package’s location close to the edge of the structure, it can be de-
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Figure 3.6: Version 3 of the UAS featuring the addition of the retrieval alignment
apparatus around the electropermanent magnet.
tected by OptiTrack despite the potential obstruction from the structure. There is a
rapid decrease and subsequent increase in the altitude of the UAS at the beginning
of section (IV) after contact with the structure was broken. This was done intentionally to reduce the altitude of the drone enough to exit the structure without
the propellers colliding with the top plate of the structure. The increase in altitude afterwards is done to allow space for adjusting position before completing
the descent at a safe distance from the structure.
This test provides proof that the sensor package can be secured to the UAS utilizing the electropermanent magnet and that the system can be successfully used
to manually deliver a package to the structure.

3.3

R ETRIEVAL OF THE S ENSOR PACKAGE
Version 3 features only one notable change to the configuration of the drone-

the addition of a 3D printed retrieval alignment apparatus to assist in the capturing of the sensor package during retrieval. One of the major concerns with both
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Figure 3.7: Version 3 of the sensor package and the retrieval alignment apparatus
utilized in experiments.
manual and automated retrieval of the package is the possibility of missing the
package leading to a collision between the propellers and the sensor package. In
the event of such a collision, both the sensor package and the UAS could sustain
serious damage leading to failure of the sensor package to collect data or the drone
to lose control potentially leading to a crash.
Thus the bucket design of the retrieval alignment apparatus was developed to
assist in guiding the sensor package onto the electropermanent magnet and help
prevent dangerous collisions. The apparatus was printed using yellow PLA as
shown in Figure 3.6. It is attached to the standard plate used for the entire tower
scheme which is used for the Pixhawk, Raspberry Pi, and electropermanent magnet. Its base dimensions are the same as the plate while each edge along the top is
50mm wider than its bottom counterpart with the top of the basket 80mm above
the base plate.
In the retrieval experiment, the dummy sensor is replaced with a functioning
sensor package developed by Joud Satme. Given the increased weight of the pack-
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age, the permanent magnet of the version 2 sensor package is replaced with an
additional electropermanent magnet controlled by a separate radio controller.
For the retrieval experiment, the sensor package begins on the UAS with electropermanent magnet #2 engaged to secure the package to the UAS. The drone
then approaches the structure. Once contact is made, electropermanent magnet #1
is engaged by its controller against the steel plate of the structure to affix it. When
electropermanent magnet #1 is engaged, electropermanent magnet #2 can be disengaged for the UAS to exit the structure allowing the sensor package to detect
the vibration of the structure without interference from the UAS. After a period
of data collection, the drone returns to the structure to collect the sensor package
by engaging electropermanent magnet #2 to affix the sensor to the drone and then
electropermanent magnet #1 is disengaged to release the entire system from the
structure. When the system has been freed, it is able to return to its home position.
The experimental data collected in this process is presented in Figure 3.8. Section (I) represents the initial approach of the drone to the structure to deliver the
sensor package. Once the system makes contact with the structure in section (II),
the magnets begin the previously discussed deployment procedure in which electropermanent magnet #1 is engaged to affix the sensor package to the structure
and electropermanent magnet #2 is disengaged to separate the UAS from the now
attached package. During section (III), the UAS hovers near the structure to allow the sensor package to collect the vibration data of the structure. Towards the
end of (III), the UAS begins its approach to retrieve the sensor package which is
achieved during section (IV). At this time, electropermanent magnet #2 is engaged
against the bottom of the sensor package to attach the package to the UAS prior
to electropermanent magnet #1 disengaging allowing the entire system to separate
from the structure. Finally, the drone descends in (V) to land.
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Figure 3.8: Summary of the retrieval flight test including (a) vibration data as collected by the sensor package, (b) the altitude of the UAS and the structure as identified by the Optitrack system, and (c) images relating to the different phases of
flight identified by the roman numerals at the top.
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C HAPTER 4
S OFTWARE D EVELOPMENT AND A UTOMATED F LIGHTS
The goal in automating the flight process is to develop the onboard systems
on the UAS so that it may perform the tasks presented in the manual flight experiments with minimal human interaction. In the final phase, the only off board
system necessary is an artificial marker placed at the desired landing location and
a controller for setting the mission (although the RC controller used in manual
flight tests is available for manual override if the onboard system fail). Prior to the
final marker based implementation strategy, experiments are presented using OptiTrack motion capture system for position estimation due to its superior accuracy
and reliability despite the fact that OptiTrack is not a viable positioning system in
real world applications.
All onboard computations are done utilizing a Raspberry Pi 3b+ running Ubuntu
MATE 18.04. The Raspberry Pi 3b+ features a quad core 64-bit processor capable
of functioning at 1.4GHz and 1GB of RAM. The Pi is equipped with the Camera
Module v2 developed specifically for the Pi. The camera has a horizontal field of
view of 62°and a vertical field of view of 49°. Additionally, it is capable of 1080p
video capture at 30fps, although running the camera at such a high resolution requires too much computational power to be feasible in conjunction with the other
features needed during this application. The camera is controlled from ROS (or
Robot Operating System) using the Ubiquity Robotics raspicam_node. This package has a variety of nodes to capture photographs or videos using the camera or
to launch the camera node for ongoing use. For the ArUco based experiments,
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the camera node runs for the duration of the automated flight for position data
collection at 20fps with a resolution of 320x240 to conserve computational power.
This work explores two methods for determining the relative position of the
drone to the docking target. The first method is using the OptiTrack motion capture system which is a system of 16 cameras in a variety of positions which are
able to track reflective markers placed on targets assigned as rigid bodies in the
OptiTrack Motive software running at 360Hz. For these tests the following three
rigid bodies are considered: the UAS, the landing structure, and the sensor package. Each object is equipped with the reflective markers and assigned on Motive
with defined centers and unique body coordinate systems. The drone features the
largest quantity of markers including markers placed on the landing gear to ensure that the vehicle will be able to be detected even when it is flying under the
structure. The sensor package similarly features markers placed both close to the
top of the package and the bottom to optimize the chance of the package being
detected by the motion capture system when it is within the walls of the retrieval
alignment apparatus and when it is attached to the underside of the structure. The
structure is identified as a plane describing the area of the steel plate which is used
for the drone and package docking experiments.
In the first set of experiments, OptiTrack is used to provide the estimated position to the UAS. This is done by WiFi communication between the desktop running
Motive and the Raspberry Pi onboard the drone. The position of each of the three
rigid bodies is reported to the Raspberry Pi in terms of the world frame which is
defined by the test space with the center of the room at ground level being the
origin. For the experiments performed using ArUco, the ArUco fiducial marker
system replaces the OptiTrack system as the source for pose estimation. Although
OptiTrack is still used to record the ground truth positions of the rigid bodies, it is
not used in the onboard calculations.
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Figure 4.1: The ArUco marker bundle used for localization.
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ArUco works by determining the pose of the camera relative to a fiducial marker
that serves as an artificial landmark. The markers are chosen from the ArUco library which has 1,024 available markers. The solid black border is used for detecting the marker which is then identified using the unique white patterned interior.
Based on the predefined size of the marker and the camera calibration, the pose of
the camera with respect to the marker can be determined. These markers can also
be used together in what are called bundles. Bundles have the advantage of being
able to rely on whatever markers are visible without needing the entire bundle to
be visible, thus making them more robust to failure than individual markers. The
bundle used in experiments features three ArUco markers as shown in Figure 4.1.
It includes marker 253 which is a 15cm square for detection from a distance and
markers 582 and 26 which are 4cm squares used for precision localization when
the drone is close to the structure and able to detect the smaller markers. The center of the bundle is defined as the center of marker 582 which is the uppermost
marker.
As long as the bundle is within the camera frame, the image data collected from
raspicam_node1 is used by the ArUco ROS node2 to generate the relative position
of the bundle to the camera which is translated into the drone frame. In the case
that the bundle is not visible, the UAS either will be unable to take off (due to lack
of attitude commands) or hover in place until a tag is detected or manual control is
taken. In cases where the bundle is visible, the relative position data includes pose
stamped data (similar to that generated by OptiTrack) broken into pose position (in
X, Y, Z coordinates) and pose orientation (in quaternions or W, X, Y, Z coordinates).
In experiments, the roll and pitch marker measurements were determined to be
inaccurate due to the low image quality collected by the camera. To compensate
1

https://github.com/UbiquityRobotics/raspicam_node

2

https://github.com/pal-robotics/aruco_ros
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for this inaccuracy, the ArUco measured roll and pitch are substituted with the
rotated roll and pitch from the IMU since the marker is parallel to the ground.
These values are rotated using the yaw of the UAS as measured from the marker.
Then the roll, pitch, and yaw are converted back to quaternions for filtering.
The pose data, whether from OptiTrack or ArUco, is then passed through a
filter to generate the current pose and the pose rate describing the velocity of the
drone while minimizing outliers which come from using the raw data. Although
OptiTrack is reliable enough to not require a filter, both position estimation techniques use the filter to generate the pose rate which is later used in the position
controller. The filter is a Kalman filter which uses the time step between the current pose data and the previous pose data to predict the position. This is then
corrected and used to update the state. The state returns the filtered pose data
and rate data to be used in the PD controller and for error calculations. The filter
serves to prevent incorrect raw pose data from being used as true data in the case
of ArUco pose data. It minimizes the error by recognizing when it is improbable
for the drone to have moved from its previously known position to the current
reported position so instead it estimates where the drone could actually be on the
path between where it was and the erroneous raw pose data.
In both sets of experiments, the filtered drone position information is sent to
a state machine which sets the desired position of the drone - whether that be a
new position if the previous desired position has been met or the same desired
position until it is achieved. This desired position is then compared to the filtered
position data to determine the error in the four components. Based on these errors,
a PD controller is applied to the calculated error and the rate error from the filter
to generate the attitude commands. The PD controller applies proportional and
derivative gains to current error and rate error respectively. The proportional gain
serves to reduce the error rapidly while the derivative helps to reduce overshoot
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Table 4.1: PD gain values used in the position controller for the generation of attitude commands.

Proportional
Derivative

Roll
0.18 rads/m
0.15 rads ×
s/m

PD Gain Values
Pitch
0.18 rads/m
0.15 rads ×
s/m

Thrust
0.45 /m
0.3 s/m

Yaw
0.15 rads/m
N/A

in the commanded direction. The PD gain values used to generate the attitude
commands are presented in Table 4.1.
Finally, offsets are applied to these attitude commands and the commands may
be clipped if the calculated command is beyond safe bounds. These offsets and
bounds are presented in Table 4.2. The offsets on the roll and pitch serve to help
keep the drone level as its center of mass is not perfectly aligned with the center of
the drone. The offset on the thrust adds the necessary hovering thrust so that when
the drone is at the desired altitude (where error=0), the drone will experience a 0.5
thrust command and hover at the desired position. Due to the anticipated reduction in reliability from OptiTrack to ArUco, the clipping values for ArUco tests are
more restricted than those for the OptiTrack tests to reduce to aggressiveness of the
drone to maintain control and prevent the UAS from losing visual of the bundle
for localization.
The final step to take place within the Raspberry Pi is the conversion of the
attitude commands to Pixhawk commands using DroneKit. DroneKit3 is an open
source library developed to assist with communication over MAVLink. MAVLink4
is a standard communication protocol used to communicate between computers
and small unmanned vehicles. It operates over a serial connection from the UART
port of the Raspberry Pi to the secondary telemetry port of the Pixhawk. Once the
3

http://dronekit.io/

4

https://mavlink.io/en/
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Table 4.2: Attitude commands offsets and clipping values for the automated flight
tests.

Thrust
Roll
Pitch
Yaw

Thrust
Roll
Pitch
Yaw

OptiTrack Offset and Clipping Values
Offset
Lower Clipping
Value
0.5
0.35
0.45
-7.5
-1.3
-7.5
0
-5
ArUco Offset and Clipping Values
Offset
Lower Clipping
Value
0.5
0.4
0.45
-5.0
-1.3
-5.0
0
-5

Upper Clipping
Value
0.65
7.5
7.5
5
Upper Clipping
Value
0.6
5.0
5.0
5

Pixhawk receives the commands, the PWM commands are dispersed to the motors
to set the motor speeds to achieve the desired flight. All of the steps in communication are summarized in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. Both diagrams feature the same color
schemes in which the yellow blocks represent the external sources of information,
blue represents that which takes place in the onboard Raspberry Pi, and the orange represents the communication taking place on the drone itself. Communication sent from the yellow blocks is completed wirelessly and the communication
between the orange blocks is wired.

4.1

O PTI T RACK R ESULTS
The goal of the OptiTrack experiments is to determine the feasibility of auto-

mated flight for the proposed system with a highly reliable pose estimation technique before implementing the ArUco marker system which is not as robust as
OptiTrack. Two types of flights are presented using OptiTrack: one in which the
drone itself is docked on the structure and another in which the drone deploys and
retrieves a package from the structure.
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram for the OptiTrack based UAS architecture.
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Figure 4.3: Block diagram for the ArUco based UAS architecture.
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Figure 4.4: State machine structure used for setting the desired position for both
OptiTrack and ArUco experiments.
4.1.1

D RONE D OCKING

The first flight is one in which the drone is docked directly on the structure. The
UAS begins 1.5m away from the structure in the Y direction on the ground. Once
it is armed and it is set to Mission 1 in which it takes off, approaches the target
docking point, and engages the electropermanent magnet when the desired point
indicates contact is about to be made. During Mission 2 the magnet disengages
and the drone moves to a landing point outside of the structure -2m away on the
Y-Axis. The results of this flight are shown in Figure 4.5.
This flight is similar to the manual flight presented in Figure 3.3, but the automated flight is completed in under 70 seconds while the manual flight requires
nearly as much time to achieve proper alignment for docking. While the manual
flight is subject to human error, when the commands are automated based on precise position estimation the drone is able to align itself within 10cm of the target
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(I)

(I)

(II)

(II)

(III)

(III)

Figure 4.5: Autonomous docking of the UAS on the structure using OptiTrack for
position estimation where (I) is take-off and alignment, (II) is the docked state, and
(III) is the descent and landing.
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position in the X and Y direction within 5 seconds and align itself in the Z direction
in approximately 20 seconds.
The increased alignment time for the altitude (or Z direction) is due to the incremental updating of commands. At the beginning of the docking mission, the
X and Y desired positions are immediately set to align with the target position for
docking while the desired altitude is initially defined as 1.3 meters below the plate.
Once the drone is within 7.5 cm of the desired X and Y position and 5cm of the desired altitude, the altitude desired point is updated to approach 10cm closer to the
target docking point. This updating process continues until the drone is 20cm from
the target at which point the drone is within the ceiling effect region and will begin
to be pulled towards the structure. To compensate for this, the next desired point
is 10cm above the target to ensure contact between the UAS and the plate. At this
point the magnet is engaged, successfully docking the drone against the structure.
After a visual inspect confirms no motion in the X or Y direction, the mission
is changed to Mission 2 to disengage the magnet and approach the landing target. Again, the exit is done incrementally with checks before updating the desired
point. Initially the drone is commanded to remain below the target and reduce its
altitude to 30cm below the target. In this case, the position only needs to be within
15cm of the desired X and Y position and 5cm of the desired altitude before updating the desired point. The desired points for Mission 2 are presented in Table
4.3.
For the OptiTrack UAS docking experiments, no significant changes to the
drone body structure were necessary as the configuration in Figure 3.4 is able to
complete the task. In preliminary experiments using the dummy sensor package
(also presented in Figure 3.4) complications due to the metal plate on the package
required the Raspberry Pi to be relocated. The wireless card used for connecting
the Raspberry Pi to the WiFi used to send the OptiTrack data, while unaffected
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Table 4.3: Mission 2 desired points in the OptiTrack frame for disengaging from
the structure and landing where the Target Docking Point is the position in the
OptiTrack frame used as the desired position for docking.
desired point 1
desired point 2
desired point 3
desired point 4

X Desired
Target Docking
Point
Target Docking
Point
0.0
0.0

Y Desired
Target Docking
Point
Target Docking
Point
-1.8
-1.8

Z Desired
Target Docking
Point - 0.3
Target Docking
Point - 0.5
1.0
0.25

by the electropermanent magnet, began to struggle to maintain connection in the
presence of the metal plate on the base of the dummy sensor package. As such, the
hardware for the OptiTrack sensor deployment tests is shown in Figure 4.6. This
figure also shows the addition of the camera mounted between the forward-facing
arms of the drone offset to prevent the propellers or retrieval alignment apparatus
from impacting the visibility of the bundle. The other change is the relocation of
the Raspberry Pi from underneath the electropermanent magnet to the side of the
tower upholding the magnet. The Raspberry Pi is intentionally oriented off center
and in an inclined fashion to make sure all necessary ports are accessible when the
retrieval alignment apparatus is onboard.
4.1.2

PACKAGE D EPLOYMENT AND R ETRIEVAL

Relatively few differences exist between the drone docking and sensor package deployment/retrieval tests. Although the drone docking tests do not require
the retrieval alignment apparatus, the hardware configuration remains otherwise
unchanged. Even the state machine features relatively few differences. The main
change is how the electropermanent magnet is used. While in the drone docking
experiment the magnet is first charged to make contact with the structure and discharged to exit, in the case of the sensor deployment the magnet begins charged
so that it can discharge to leave the package and charge again to retrieve the pack48

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: The final hardware configuration of the UAS with the Raspberry Pi
mounted to the side and the camera mounted between the forward facing arms.
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age. This process is the same as the process presented in Section 3.3 for the manual
deployment and retrieval of the sensor package.
Additionally, the missions used for the sensor deployment and retrieval feature
more steps than those previously described for the drone docking experiments. In
this case, Mission 1 begins by aligning the UAS with the target docking point and
approaching the target incrementally. When the desired point is defined above
the target point (to ensure contact as previously described), the electropermanent
magnet is disengaged to allow the dummy sensor package to be released from the
drone. In other cases, the state machine updates the desired point once the current
desired point is met within set bounds. In the case of sensor deployment though,
since the target point is unreachable, the state will wait until the electropermanent
magnet has completed discharging before changing the desired position to 0.5m
below the target. At which point the drone will hover at 0.5m below the target
until another mission ID is sent.
Mission 2 is defined to retrieve the sensor package. It begins its approach by
rising to 0.2m below the target and updates when the X and Y position are within
7.5cm of the target and the altitude is within 5cm of the target. Similar to the
previous contact commands, the desired point is defined as 0.1m above the target
to ensure contact. When the command is set to 0.1m above the target, the magnet
is engaged to retrieve the dummy sensor package. The process for disengaging the
magnet is also similar in which the state machine waits for the magnet to engage
before changing the desired point to 0.3m below the target. This begins the drone’s
descent to the landing point outside of the structure.
One of the sensor deployment and retrieval flights is shown in Figure 4.7. Unlike the previous OptiTrack flight, this plot features the current desired points
along each of the three axes. Most visible desired points are on the Z-Axis plot
where the incremental changes are applied to the altitude desired point. Unlike
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(I)

(I)

(II)

(II)

(III)

(III)

(IV)

(IV)

(V)

(V)

Figure 4.7: Autonomous docking of the UAS on the structure using OptiTrack for
position estimation where (I) is alignment and ascent, (II) is the deployment of the
sensor package, (III) is the drone hovering below the deployed package, (IV) is the
retrieval, and (V) is the landing.
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the X desired point which remains relatively unchanged or the Y desired point
which only experiences one significant step as the drone exits the structure, the Z
desired position shows the small steps taken to approach the target position in the
area labeled (I).
This plot also features the position of the sensor package. Throughout sections
(I) and (V) the package is easily detected within the retrieval alignment apparatus,
but its position is lost while in contact with the structure in sections (II), (III), and
(IV). Although the package does appear to be accurately located in section (II) that
is due to the estimation performed by OptiTrack which is able to see markers on
the UAS. There are a few data points indicating that OptiTrack detected the sensor
package in section (III), but these are false identifications likely caused by markers
on the UAS in similar positions to the markers on the sensor package.
In section (III) of the OptiTrack Frame: Z-Axis plot, there is a sudden drop in the
desired position emphasized by a shaded region. This is due to an operator error
when the mission controller was unintentionally set to repeat Mission 1 instead
of beginning Mission 2. This mishap causes the desired position to change to the
same value prior to section (I). Although the mission controller was quickly reset
to Mission 2 and the drone was able to recover the flight, there is still a dip in the
drone position at the end of section (III) due to this mistake.
Despite the minor discrepancies discussed, the flight is overall successful since
the UAS is able to take off, deploy the sensor package to the underside of a structure, retrieve it, and land with the only operator interaction being the change from
Mission 1 to Mission 2.

4.2

A R U CO R ESULTS
The experiments in which the vehicle is docked directly to the structure are not

included using the ArUco system due to the lack of position data when the camera
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is too close to the bundle for the corners of the markers to be detected (which is
the case during the vehicle docking experiments). Due to the additional offset
between the bundle and the camera provided by the sensor package, the system
is able to function for sensor package deployment tests. Thus, the first experiment
presented using the ArUco position estimation system in place of the OptiTrack
data is nearly identical to the system presented in Section 4.1.2 in which proposed
system is used to deploy the sensor package to a desired point on the structure and
then returns to the same desired point to retrieve the package.
Due to complications with the technique presented in Section 4.2.1, an additional retrieval technique is presented for the ArUco position estimation experiments in Section 4.2.2. In this case, instead of returning to the desired position as
set for the sensor package deployment for retrieval, the system features an additional step which logs the actual position of the drone when the package is deployed which is then used as the desired position for retrieval. This eliminates the
assumption that the package is placed precisely on the desired point and compensates for error during deployment to ensure retrieval.
4.2.1

C ONSTANT D EPLOYMENT AND R ETRIEVAL L OCATION

An example of the sensor package deployment and retrieval is presented in
Figure 4.8. Due to the limited field of view of the camera, the drone begins directly
below the bundle. The increases in altitude are regulated by the state machine
to rise incrementally so long as the drone position in the XY plane is within the
correct position. In the case that the bundle is lost, the drone is set to hover in
place until the bundle is detected or manual control is taken.
While the UAS is able to perform the task of deploying the sensor and retrieving it, the ArUco based position estimation system is not able to offer the same
accuracy as the OptiTrack based system. One of the most significant disadvan-
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(I)

(II)

(III)

(IV)

(V)

Figure 4.8: Deployment and retrieval of the sensor package using the ArUco based
position estimation system featuring a comparison of the position estimated by the
ArUco system versus the ground truth provided by the OptiTrack system with a
target docked position at X = 0.05m and Y = 0.1m in the OptiTrack frame. The five
stages are as follows: (I) take-off and approach, (II) docking of the sensor package,
(III) the drone hovering beneath the sensor package, (IV) retrieval of the sensor
package, and (V) landing of the UAS.
tages of the ArUco system is its dependence on artificial landmarks. If the drone
drifts so that the bundle is no longer in frame, it is no longer able to estimate its
position. Although the filter does take this into consideration by extrapolating
its current position based on the last known position and rate, this is limited to
one second to prevent excessive drift. If the marker is lost, the experiment either
must be aborted or requires manual intervention. In the case of the experiment
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(I)

(II)

(III)

(IV)

(V)

Figure 4.9: Excerpt of Figure 4.8 presenting the position as estimated by OptiTrack
and ArUco.
presented in Figure 4.8, the UAS lost sight of the bundle while it was retrieving
the package. To recover visual of the bundle, manual intervention is necessary to
shift the orientation of the drone slightly to allow the bundle to be detected. This
is shown by the loss of position estimation in section (IV) of Figure 4.8 during the
package retrieval portion of the flight. After briefly regaining visual of the bundle
for landing and beginning the first step of the descent, the bundle is again lost at
108 seconds and the flight is landed manually.
From the same flight, a close up of the X and Y position is presented in Figure
4.9 to present the error between the ground truth (the OptiTrack estimated position) and the ArUco estimated position. The greatest error between the ground
truth and the ArUco estimated position is 6cm in the Y-Axis during section (II) of
the flight. This indicates that the accuracy of the filtered ArUco estimated position
and feasibility for its use in real world applications. Given that OptiTrack utilizes
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multiple cameras, a ground computer running Motive, and a variety of reflective
markers to report the estimated position at approximately 360Hz while the ArUco
system only requires the placement of an artificial marker to generate the position
at approximately 25Hz while still maintaining a 6cm accuracy, the capabilities of
the ArUco system are clear.
Although effective for general flight, the shortcomings of the ArUco system are
also present in the deploying and retrieving of the sensor package. Due to the
reduction in accuracy, when the package is placed, it can experience a significant
enough offset to the desired pose to prevent retrieval. Since the retrieval position
is assumed to be the same as the desired deployed position, the UAS has difficulty
recovering a package which is not precisely where it is expected. This is the case
in the presented flight. Although the package is within the bounds of the retrieval
apparatus, when the drone shifts to align the package with the electropermanent
magnet, the UAS shifts slightly in its orientation leading to the bundle no longer
being in the frame leading to the subsequent loss of ArUco estimated position
during the retrieval process.
4.2.2

U PDATED R ETRIEVAL L OCATION

Based on the problems maintaining position estimation while retrieving the
package discussed in Section 4.2.1, an updating desired point system is used for
the flight shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11.
In this flight, the only change from Section 4.2.1 is the additional step of storing
the actual drone position during package deployment (Mission 1) and updating
the desired position for retrieval accordingly (Mission 2). As shown in Figure 4.11,
the desired position in the X-Axis and Y-Axis updates in the middle of section (III)
when Mission 2 begins. The original desired position and the updated position are
shown in Table 4.4. Due to the instability caused by the ceiling effect, the sensor
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(I)

(II)

(III)

(IV)

(V)

Figure 4.10: Deployment and retrieval of the dummy sensor package using ArUco
position estimation in which the desired position for retrieval is the actual detected
position of the drone during sensor deployment in which the data is presented in
the OptiTrack Frame. In this flight the drone (I) approaches the structure, (II) deploys the package, (III) hovers below the package, (IV) retrieves the sensor package, and (V) lands.
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(I)

(II)

(III)

(IV)

(V)

Figure 4.11: The actual drone position and the desired position in terms of the
bundle frame for the flight presented in Figure 4.11. Featuring the position and
desired position during (I) approach, (II) package deployment, (III) hovering below the package and updating the desired position in the XY plane, (IV) package
retrieval, and (V) landing.
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Table 4.4: Original and updated desired positions in the X and Y directions of the
bundle frame as used in Mission 1 and Mission 2 respectively.
Original Desired
Position (Mission 1)
Updated Desired
Position (Mission 2)

Bundle X-Axis
-0.11

Bundle Y-Axis
0

-0.04

0.03

package is not deployed perfectly at the original desired position. Instead it is 7cm
off in the X direction and 3cm off in the Y direction. While in previous experiments,
the alignment apparatus is the only tool used to ensure alignment, this additional
step provides a tool within the control system to aid in the retrieval of the package.
While this does not directly address issues regarding loss of visual input data,
proper alignment of the sensor package does mitigate the risk of crashes which
can change the orientation of the drone to lose visual of the bundle.
This system is successfully able to place and retrieve a sensor package to the
underside of a structure utilizing only the onboard systems, a controller to define
the mission, and the preplaced artificial landmark (the ArUco bundle). Without
manual intervention, the proposed system is able to autonomously achieve the
task initially proposed in this work thus proving the feasibility of utilizing automated systems for package deployment to the underside of structures. Using the
control system developed in this work, the UAS is able to use position estimation
based on an ArUco bundle to achieve accurate alignment with a desired sensor
package deployment position. Then, after updating the desired point for retrieval
to the point at which the package was actually deployed, the UAS is able to approach the desired point and retrieve the package. The success of this system as
proven in these results indicates the value in continuing the development of this
system to increase its robustness to failure.
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C HAPTER 5
F UTURE W ORK
Despite the limits of the ArUco based pose estimation system for retrieving
the sensor package, it presents sufficient evidence that it is a feasible method of
pose estimation for the delivery of sensor packages to the underside of structures.
There are a variety of potential improvements to the UAS which could increase the
practicality of using this system to retrieve the sensor in addition to placing it.
One potential method for improvement is the utilization of a camera with a
wider field of view. Since the ArUco system is limited to use when the bundle is in
view, a camera with a larger field of view would allow for flights in a wider area
without losing sight of the target. This would also help prevent the loss of the tag
when the drone is near the target - an issue which prevented the current system
from being able to perform vehicle docking experiments.
Apart from changing the UAS hardware, the bundle used could be changed to
be more robust. A larger bundle featuring more and smaller tags which can be
easily detected while the drone is in contact with the underside of the structure
could prevent some of the challenges presented in this work of losing sight of
the tags. Alternately, instead of the bundle being placed on the structure itself,
the system could be restructured to use a bundle placed on the ground below the
target point. This would require that either the height of the structure be known
or the addition of a distance sensor on the top of the drone to determine if contact
has been made. This would have an advantage in field applications where placing
the artificial marker before the flight would be difficult or costly.
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Another adjustment which could improve both the image properties and the
overall responsiveness of the system would be using a different onboard computer.
Many other computers are available with greater processing power. Although this
comes at a higher financial cost, it could offer the ability to collect images in a
higher resolution and at a greater frame rate to generate more accurate position
measurements. Additionally, having the added computational power could allow
for running the controller at a higher rate to send commands at a speed faster
than the 25Hz which the system can currently achieve. By providing more rapid
commands, the UAS would be capable of more precise movements which could
be especially beneficial when the vehicle is flying in the ceiling effect region.
For the purposes of this work, a standard Kalman filter is used for ease of use.
Many works presented in the literature review recommend the use of a delayedstate extended Kalman filter to improve pose estimation especially in cases which
use fiducial makers for position estimation. The delayed-state extended Kalman
filter considers the delay between the camera’s observation of the bundle and the
current state estimate by properly assigning the past pose estimate to the camera
observation. Before such a filter can be implemented with the UAS presented in
this work, further research is needed to understand how the filter is developed for
a specific system. That research must then be implemented based on the system
presented in this work to optimize the filter for the particular needs of this drone
and this task.
Regarding the state machine, a possible improvement would be to develop it
so that it no longer needs the mission ID to be set manually. Instead of manually prompting the change in mission, the state machine could feature additional
checks to determine when the first mission has been completed and begin the second mission automatically.
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Additional tests could be performed as part of the future work including tests
to determine the precision of the UAS in package delivery and retrieval. Although
the current system has checks to confirm that the vehicle is within 7.5cm of the X
and Y coordinates before docking, during the final ascent towards the structure,
the ceiling effect makes it difficult for the drone to maintain the proper alignment.
Steps towards improving this may include adapting a controller specifically for
the final approach when the drone is in the ceiling effect region to maintain a high
level of control in the X and Y direction to improve the precision of the final docked
position.
Another set of tests which could be performed could include repeating the automated flight experiments with the functioning sensor package. Since the dummy
sensor package was used in all the automated flight experiments, this work could
be extended to optimize the automated flight pattern for the sake of the sensor
package’s ability to report accurate data.
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